Chapter 15  Graduation Comprehensive Examination

Article 68 (Graduation Comprehensive Examination) ① To qualify for a graduate expected student, the student must pass the entire graduation comprehensive examination which is comprised of English, computer and major courses.

② A written examination shall be held for English and level of difficulty shall differ by divisions (liberal arts, natural science, art and music education, physical education). However, from class 2008, an English graduation certification test shall be applied for the English test.


③ For the computer course, a computer related course shall be held by department that satisfies the division (major) characteristics.

④ For the major, examinations shall be held for more than 3 courses by major and shall be held by majors.

⑤ The English and computer examination shall be held on the second semester of the third year (during October), first semester of the fourth year (during May), and the major shall be held on the second semester of the fourth year.

⑥ The full mark of the graduation comprehensive examination shall be 100 for each course, and the student must receive an average of over 60 for the entire course to pass the examination. Provided however, the graduation comprehensive English test shall be held

Details on the graduation comprehensive test shall be deliberated by the Academic Affairs Committee at the beginning of each semester and then implemented following the approval by the President.

Article 69 (Exemption of Graduation Comprehensive Examination) The graduation comprehensive examination may be partially excluded for the following cases. However, participants in the graduation overseas internship program, students who have acquired more than four semesters of credits after the third year at an overseas exchange university may be exempt from the graduation comprehensive examination. <amended on Dec. 4, 2009> <amended on Dec. 10, 2010>


A. A person who has a GPA of 4.0 or above on the Foundation Studies (liberal arts 18 credits, natural science and music, arts and physical education: 12 credits). However, if the actual completed credits in this university (including affiliated institutes) do not meet 18 credits for liberal arts, and 12 credits for natural science, the student shall be excluded from this clause.

B. A person who has acquired a certain level of score in TOEIC or TOEFL during the period of attendance.
a. A person who has acquired more than 650 points in liberal arts, over 600 points in natural science, and over 500 points in music, arts and physical education of TOEIC scores (including official test and campus mock test).

b. A person who has acquired more than 200 points in liberal arts, over 180 points in natural science, and over 160 points in music, arts and physical education of TOEIC scores (only official test apply).

C. A person who has participated more than two times at an English Camp (to attach a copy of completion certificate).

D. A person who have been on an ELS program for more than four weeks at an English speaking country (to attach a copy of registration certificate).

E. A person who ranked third place or higher at the internal (university) or external (metropolitan, city or larger) English competitions (to attach a copy of the award).

F. A person who has attended more than two quarters (14 weeks) of English class at a language institute instead of as a regular course (including substitute curriculums).

G. A person who has completed more than four weeks of overseas training program such as Work and Travel and overseas internship (to attach related documents).

H. A student who has participated in International Technology Community Outreach Program (Tech. Corps, NGO, etc.).

I. A person who has completed Dongseo Global English Program (to attach related
documents). <amended on May. 1, 2007>

2. Exemption of computer course

A. A person who has a GPA of 4.0 or higher of Foundation Studies (all divisions 12 credits).

However, if the actual completed credit from this university (including affiliated institutes) is
less than 12 credits, the person shall be excluded from the exemption.

B. A person who has a PCT of 600 or higher

C. A person who has acquired certificates

a. Solaris certificate: CSA I, II (Certified Solaris Administrator)

b. Network certificate: SCNA (Sun Certified Network Administrator)

c. Java certificate: SCJP (Sun Certified Java Programmer), SCJD (Sun Certified Java

Developer)

d. Microsoft Office programs related certificates: MOS Master, ITQ OA Master, ICDL Start

Certificate. <amended on Nov. 1, 2010>

D. A person who ranked third place or higher at the internal (university) or external

(metropolitan, city or larger) computer related competitions.

3. Exemption of Major Courses

A. A person who has acquired at least more than one certificate related the major designated

by each major during the period of attendance.

B. The review of qualification shall be held by the major and determine whether the person
qualifies.

C. A person who has selected graduation thesis or practice presentation.

D. A person who has ranked third place or higher at a national university academic thesis presentation competition (to attach a copy of the award).

Article 70 (Substitution of Graduation Comprehensive Examination) ① The graduation comprehensive examination may be substituted by a graduation thesis or practice presentation (portfolio presentation) according to the characteristics of the course.

② In case of selecting the graduation thesis, together with submitting the thesis, the student must select one subject between English and computer and must receive a score of 60 or higher. However, this may be applied to Clause 1, Clause 2 of Article 66.

③ In case of selecting the graduation thesis, there must be less than three persons for one topic.

④ In case of selecting the practice presentation (portfolio presentation), together with practice presentation, the student must select one subject between English and computer and must receive a score of 60 or higher. However, this may be applied to Clause 1, Clause 2 of Article 66. <amended on Mar. 1, 2012>

⑤ From class 2008 and onwards, in the event that a student selects either a graduation thesis or a practice presentation (portfolio presentation), the student must take an English test and the English graduation certificate according to Article 21 shall be the required test.
Article 71 (Thesis Supervision) ① The thesis Academic Advisor must be approved by the Dean of Academic Affairs under the recommendation by the Division Dean two semesters before the graduation, and the Academic Advisor shall supervise the thesis preparation plan and method. <amended on Mar. 1, 2008>

② In principle, one advising professor shall supervise within ten students for thesis supervision.

Article 72 (Thesis Pages) The thesis for liberal arts and social field shall be more than thirty pages on a 200-square manuscript paper.

Article 73 (Supervision of Experiment, Training and Practice Portfolio and Grade Evaluation) A prospective graduate majoring in subjects requiring portfolio and practice presentation shall submit four pieces of projects from three types of category at the graduation project exhibition, and attach a report (30 pages on a 200-square manuscript paper) on the entire process (idea concept, design, production process, completion, impression after finishing the project) of the project composition.

Article 74 (Appointment of Thesis Review Committee) ① The President shall approve examiners just before the thesis review for each semester under the recommendation of Division Dean of each undergraduate department. <amended on Mar. 1, 2008>

② The thesis review shall be held by more than two full-time faculty members, and the
thesis advising professor may be included in the review committee.

**Article 75 (Thesis Review and Pass)**  
① Receiving a grade of D and higher shall be deemed as passing the thesis, wherein the entire review committee must consent, and a grade of F shall be deemed as failing the thesis.  
② The thesis review shall be completed within one month from the deadline, and examiners shall submit a review report to the belonging major Department Chair and the Department Chair shall report the result to the President.

**Article 76 (Submission of Thesis)**  
① The thesis, practice and portfolio result report must be submitted at the end of November every year for students graduating in the first half of the year, and at the end of June for students graduating at the latter half the year, and must be submitted together with a guidelines for preparing thesis within the designated period to the belonging major Department Chair.  
② Two copies of report must be submitted and for the portfolio, the student must submit the portfolio or supporting articles.

**Article 77 (Thesis and Portfolio Presentation)**  
① The presentation of thesis, practice and portfolio shall be held publicly before submission in principle, and shall be held twice between May through June and November.  
② The presentation of practice or portfolio shall be either held individually or as a group and shall be all openly presented.
Article 78 (Format and Printing of Thesis) The thesis should be in binding in a required size, and must be submitted by typing, printed material, screen printing, and manuscript paper.

Article 79 (Invalidity of Thesis) If it is found that the thesis or the portfolio has been imitated or copied, the thesis shall be deemed invalid and the graduation will be deferred.

Article 80 (Action on Thesis Disqualified Students) ① Persons who are disqualified following the thesis review may resubmit thesis for up to two times, but must pay a separate tuition fee.

② The thesis submission period shall be within two years after the first review completion, but shall not include the military service enlisted period.

③ For persons who have not been determined as pass within the period of Clause 1 and Clause 2, only a certificate of completion shall be granted.

Article 81 (Establishment of Various Forms) Various forms necessary for graduation thesis, practice and portfolio presentations shall be established and implemented by each major.